
ASSESSMENT TYPES DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES
Annotated bibliography
Case study/analysis

Clinical performance evaluation Diagnosis

Creative work A physical or digital manifestation of creative effort Painting, drawing, short story, sculpture

Debate
A debate involves students in researching and analyzing a controversial topic 
based on a stance which will lead to a series of oral presentation of standpoints 
and arguments by the two opposite teams.

Formal debate, analytical debate

Demonstration
An opportunity for students to display competence in disciplinary techniques or 
demonstrate an artefact

Demonstration of an experiment, skills demonstration, 
practical demonstration, artefact demonstration

Design Implementation A task that implements a previous design, student generated or otherwise
Systems design and development, website 
development, database development

Design Task A task that requires students to develop the initial stages of a design concept Prototyping and artefacts

Essay
A writing task designed to comply with the requirements of an identified academic 
genre

Examination
An examination requires students to answer questions in invigilated, time-
constrained conditions as per university policy.

Final Examination, Written Examination, Oral 
Examination/Viva

Facilitation
An opportunity for students to demonstrate disciplinary competence by leading a 
class or a portion of a class

Micro-lesson, seminar/tutorial facilitation

Field book Notes that are collected during field work Field book, Field notes, Experiment notes
Field work task A task completed during fieldwork exercises. Fieldwork data and analysis, field trip report
Lab book Notes that are collected during an experiment or during field work Practical notes, Experiment notes

Lab report
A document relating to labwork that presents information in an organized format 
for a specific audience and purpose

Written Lab Report, Online Lab Report

Learning plan
A task in which students list processes and goals that students will aim to 
complete or achieve through the unit or in professional practice

Learning Resource Creation Foundation accounting, engineering Project, report
Lesson plan Take out lesson plan from learning plan above

Literature review
A writing task designed to comply with the requirements of an identified academic 
genre

Log book
LOTE written composition A written work completed in a language other than English LOTE text, LOTE short story

Media presentation A recorded presentation involving audio and/or visual material Podcast, Vodcast, Multimedia PowerPoint Presentation

Modelling task [Suggested by Science and Engineering] Modelling task



Non-academic writing
A writing task where the requirements of academic/professional genres are not 
applied

Blog, wiki

Participatory task
A series of various low-stakes assessment tasks that are scheduled throughout the 
session to monitor student progress and participation in the unit.

A mix of low stakes tasks such as quizzes, reflective 
papers, role plays.

Performance A live display of aptitude in disciplinary skills or techniques Play, Music

Pilot
A new type of assessment that is being run for the first time, that will become a 
new category if pilot is successful. Will need approval to become pilot assessment 
types through Governance process.

-

Plan A document that sets out the plan for a longer piece of work, research or project
Research essay plan & outline, major project plan, 
thesis plan

Portfolio
A collection of evidence assembled and managed by a student to show 
competency

Online Portfolio, Writing Portfolio

Poster A visual presentation of research in a limited space using text and images Research poster, Conference Poster

Practice-based task A task that is embedded in a practice-based context
Business Plan, Marketing Plan, Practical, Rehabilitation 
Plan, Treatment Plan, Project Management Plan

Presentation
A diverse collection of tasks that demonstrate disciplinary knowledge or skills 
through verbal communication.

Oral Presentation, Business Pitch

Problem set A series of problems for students to solve.
Linguistics Problem Set, Complex problem solutions, 
Computational Exercises, Discrete Problems, Proof, 
Theoretical exercises

Professional writing
A writing task designed to comply with the requirements of an identified 
professional genre.

Legal brief, Newspaper Article, Copywriting, Policy brief

Programming Task [Suggested by Science and Engineering]

Project
A piece of work that represents the culmination of extensive effort across unit(s), 
particularly in higher levels

Research Project, Engineering Project

Qualitative analysis task Media commentary, media analysis, film response.

Quantitative analysis task A task that centres around analysis. Outputs can vary. Critical Analysis, Data Analysis

Quiz/Test
A series of questions in various formats that assess student knowledge, shorter 
than an examination. Can be multiple iterations across the unit.

Online quiz, Multiple choice quiz/test, Short Answer 
quiz/test, Long Answer test, Combination Test

Reflective Writing
A writing task that requires the student to critical evaluate their engagement with 
the unit's content and/or their studies more generally.

Reflective pieces to be included in a portfolio, blog, 
peer review, journal

Report
A document or artefact that presents information in an organized format for a 
specific audience and purpose

Project report, research report, oral report to 
supervisor.



Simulation/role play

"Role play and simulations are forms of experiential learning (Russell & Shepherd, 
2010). Learners take on different roles, assuming a profile of a character or 
personality, and interact and participate in diverse and complex learning settings. 
(Source: https://teaching.unsw.edu.au/assessing-role-play-and-simulation) 
Immerse in the case. "

In-class activities; performance; simulations; case study; 
consultancy project with industy partner

Summary

Teacher performance assessment
A task that allows students to demonstrate they are classroom ready by providing 
evidence of their teaching and the impact that have had on a child's learning 
during their final professional experience placement.

Evidence will include planning, teaching, assessing and 
reflecting components based on three case study 
children in their classroom.

Thesis
A piece of writing that represents the culmination of extensive effort across 
unit(s), particularly in higher levels

Research thesis

Translation A piece of work that involves transferring a text from one language to another
Conference translation, textual translation, group 
translation

Viva
Work-integrated task A task that is embedded in a professional context Workplace performance assessment
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